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An excerpt from the Mid Council Commission Report to the 220 th General 

Assembly of the PC(USA) 

A Church (and a Commission) in a Rapidly Changing World  

The American Protestant church is in a wholesale struggle about what it means to 

be a denominated group of Christian believers…Doing traditional functions in new 

ways is likely inadequate. Eileen Lindner  

Beyond the congregation, however, mainline Protestant institutions are in a state 

of deep crisis and desperately in need of renewal. After this journey, I am more 

convinced than ever that if American religious institutions are to regain their 

spiritual grounding, they will need to listen to and learn from the spiritual 

practices of local congregations.  Diana Butler Bass  

How does the church truly regain its understanding of itself as called and sent, 

remembering that the term mission means, in fact, ‘sending’ (see John 20:21)?  

How does the church move beyond the idea that Christian identity is basically a 

geographical or cultural or organizational concept?i Darrell Guder 

If western societies have become post-Christian mission fields, how can 

traditional churches become then missionary churches?ii  Lesslie Newbigin 

As we have already demonstrated, we are living in a moment of rapid, intense, global and 

cultural change.  Every sector of public and private life–every institution, every organization 

and, for our purposes, every church–is facing a moment of intense transition. (Indeed, even our 

Commission was renamed in the middle of our work because the denomination adopted a new 

Form of Government.)  In this report, the Mid Council Commission of the 219th General 

Assembly sought to answer one looming question that was at the heart of our very formation:  

“How are governing bodies best organized to be responsive both to the Spirit of Christ and 

changing opportunities for discipleship?”  

To answer this question, the Mid Council Commission offers two bold recommendations that 

will require the engagement and assent of the whole church and changes to our constitution.  

This is not a quick fix.  Nor is it anything near a final or perfect answer.  But these 

recommendations alter the way we address our deepest challenges and engage the church in 

processes of learning and reinvention that could shape the church for decades to come.   

From our conversations, readings, and reflections, we offer a variety of perspectives and 

recommendations for creating the conditions that will equip the whole church to create 
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councils and support congregations who winsomely proclaim and demonstrate the gospel and 

mission of Jesus Christ in the world. 

The rationale for the creation of our commission also asked a second question that guided us in 

our pursuit of an answer to the first:  

“Are the structures of history the best platforms for carrying our mission into the future?”   

Our response is a clear “Yes and No.”   

Yes, the theological, ecclesiological, missional, and relational structures that make up our 

Presbyterian tradition and ethos are exactly the platforms we need for carrying our mission into 

the future.  Our commitment to the mission of Jesus Christ, our passion for collaborative and 

relational connectionalism, our rich theological history, our hard-won wisdom for including all 

voices and perspectives are the cultural and identity structures that indeed provide the 

foundation for our mission. 

No, after extensive listening to the church, consulting with experts from the fields of theology, 

history, polity, and sociology, after reading both deep and wide in the lessons of change that 

are coming out of every institution in the world today, and after considering the changing 

contexts in which we live, we can say clearly that the structures of mid councils (formerly 

middle governing bodies) and the institutional mental models that they have been based upon 

(especially in the regulatory and institutional era of the just past century)iii are not adequate for 

the “changing opportunities for discipleship” that engage and challenge us today.   

We believe that the changing cultural contexts of our day require deep adaptation as opposed 

to anxious striving for simple solutions. Our proposal creates the conditions for adaptive 

change at the mid council level–change that is consistent with our theological values and for 

the express purpose of revitalizing missional congregations in a post-Christendom world. 

Scholars and practitioners of adaptive changeiv call for an approach that has large scale, group 

learning as the core practice.  As disciples (literally, “learners”) of Jesus Christ, this is an 

expression of our most treasured identity.  Adaptive change requires creating organizational 

“safe holding environments” where experimentation and risk taking can take place.  As 

members of communities founded on the grace and forgiveness of God, this is familiar terrain. 

Adaptive change requires group transformation in order to address our greatest challenges. It 

addresses underlying and competing values, and especially “giving the work back to the people 

who are most affected” to experiment with new approaches for addressing their biggest 

challenges.  
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If we can recapture our own conviction that, as theologian Emil Brunner stated, the essence of 

the congregation is the fellowship of believers who are joined in love for the mission of God in 

its local context,v then the essence of the presbytery is the covenant relationship of those 

congregations, (which Darrell Guder helpfully defines—and will become our working 

definition—as “Covenant Communities of Missional Congregations”).   

Further, if the essence of the presbytery IS the covenant relationship of the churches that are 

joined together for missional ends, then exploring and experimenting with the practices and 

possibilities that arise from this understanding will be at the heart of any faithful and lasting 

adaptation.  

In Jesus Christ, who is Lord of all creation, the Church seeks a new openness to 

God’s mission in the world…As it participates in God’s mission, the Presbyterian 

Church (U.S.A) seeks…a new openness to see both the possibilities and perils of its 

institutional forms in order to ensure the faithfulness and usefulness of these 

forms to God’s activity in the world (F-1.0404) 

As we have listened to the church, we heard considerable yearning in every layer of the 

church’s life, from ordained officers to frustrated folk in the pews, to see these deeply shared 

biblical convictions flourish once again:  

 To discover practices and ways of being church in a post-Christendom context.  

 To engage in evangelism that sees people come to faith and be baptized as followers of 

Jesus Christ.  

 To experience more relational and less regulatory ways of being connectional.  

 To focus on mission to the world not denominational fights.  

 To plant new congregations, to birth new worshipping communities.  

We believe this is the voice of the Spirit in the church and we contend that if every structure of 

our church is committed to the health and vitality of local congregations as the locus of God’s 

mission in the world, then these convictions will become the practices that bring revitalization.  

So instead of affirming structures that only protect us from the dysfunction of a few, we offer 

a proposal for the “maturing, motivated, and the missional”; that is, those who are willing to 

work together to draw upon the historic values of our past and faithfully reinterpret them to 

engage a far different world than any of our forbearers imagined.   

Maturing 

By this we mean that we need structures for lifetime learners, for continually adapting 

disciples, for those who are restless to keep pressing on, growing, discerning, surrendering, and 

humbly staying open to the word of God and the voice of the Spirit. We need structures that 
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give freedom to fail and encourage self and communal expression.  We need structures that will 

call us to live in mutual submission and growing trust as we grow in wisdom, understanding, 

faithfulness and fruitfulness.  We need structures that adapt to and accommodate those who 

are committed to building trust through transparency, accountability, and congruence of belief 

and life.  We need structures that allow for both clearly communicated convictions and the 

patience to respectfully be with others who we believe are in error.  We envision many more 

structures where the system honors, values, rewards, invests in and even adapts to those who 

are willing to take responsibility for shaping the healthy and the good; permission-giving 

structures that are built around shared agreements, covenants, values and convictions rather 

than around top-down enforced alignment.   

Motivated  

Creative people in presbyteries all over the country are experimenting and innovating – aligning 

around shared missional passions and faith convictions – giving a fresh expression to their 

deepest beliefs. We are constitutionally called to be an elder-led, context specific, collaborative 

church. While we need regulations that enable us to fulfill our fiduciary responsibilities, provide 

accountability and insure that all decisions that are made are consistent with our theology and 

polity.  We also need room to try new things, to affirm risk-taking and give space for 

discernment.  We need structures that reward passion and motivation; that generously 

celebrate innovation; that respectfully collaborate in one creative leap of faith after another; 

that encourage big risks, big failures and the deep learning that comes from them 

Missional 

Missional congregations are those where the central organizing principle is personal and 

communal participation in the mission of God in Jesus Christ to redeem and heal all of 

creation.  To be a missional congregation means that the discerned calling of a community of 

believers to serve in the world as Christ’s witness is the result of their gathering, worship and 

sending.  To be a missional PC(USA) means that we live in the conviction that every structure 

beyond the congregation exists so that congregations can fulfill their mission.  

In today’s culture, many are weighed down by endless debates, issue politics, and suspicion of 

other’s motivation. The church is hindered from being missional within this environment. As a 

result, many congregations and councils are not thriving because they have turned inward, 

focusing on survival.    

If there is one clear missional conviction that is growing into a chorus of shared enthusiasm 

throughout many diverse contexts in the church, it is making a fundamental priority of new 

church development.  A church-wide initiative envisions 1001 new worshipping communities.vi  

We contend that number is way too low.  Can we imagine mid councils that would enable us to 
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conceive birth, nurture and mature new generations of missional worshipping communities? 

How would seminaries and other entities charged with the development of leaders support this 

conviction?   

At the heart of adaptive change is the requirement to “give work back to the people most 

affected.” We believe that the constitutional changes we propose are an expression of the 

conviction that health and vitality, faithfulness and fidelity will only come about through 

more congregational engagement, more personal responsibility-taking, more passionate 

convictions, more freedom and creativity within safe, clear shared boundaries than ever 

before.  We must have structures that encourage adaptation toward health and faithfulness, 

toward those who are willing to keep maturing, who are motivated to take on the mantle of 

calling and personal responsibility by continually re-engaging and re-committing to each other, 

and who are from start to finish utterly committed to the missional principle of the local 

congregation as the primary locus for participating in the mission of Jesus Christ in every 

context.  

To that end we offer these questions to encourage this larger conversation:  

 What if presbyteries were formed and shaped by diverse and multi-dimensional 

relationships and missional convictions with the purpose of serving missional 

congregations? 

 What would it look like, what would change, how would we reconfigure our presbytery 

life if the very essence of it was relational, communal, and covenantal?  

 What if the only purpose of regulations (which are indeed necessary) was to safeguard 

those defining values?  

 What would it look like if we had structures that encouraged each congregation to 

discern whatever configuration of presbytery would nurture its unique and shared 

missional calling as it lives its life in mutual submission to other congregations?   

 What would be the possibilities for presbyteries shaped around specific callings, 

including birthing new missional communities, the unique challenges of a particular 

context, or shared partnership in specific mission endeavors?vii   

 What if we allowed change for our denomination to come NOT only from a centralized 

strategy of a GA Commission, but instead from every locale of the missional frontier, 

the congregations and presbyteries that are actively engaged in the mission of God in 

particular contexts?  

In To Change the World, University of Virginia sociologist, James Davison Hunter wrote, 
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“Change is often initiated outside of the centermost positions. When change is initiated in the 

center, then it typically comes from outside of the center's nucleus. Wherever innovation begins, 

it comes as a challenge to the dominant ideas and moral systems defined by the elites who 

possess the highest levels of symbolic capital.”  

For true lasting change to occur (even within an institution) those in the “center” and those 

“outside of the center” must be engaged in the conversation.viii It is the interaction of the 

margins and the center that creates the new possibilities.  And it is exactly that interaction—

and the lively experiments that would come from it—that we recommend become the 

primary work of the church for the next season.  

For a generation of Presbyterians who were reared on political, regulatory, and institutional 

approaches to problem solving, this recommendation will stretch us tremendously.  We will 

need to develop the capacity to learn from our rich diversity; to have hard conversations about 

competing values and often unspoken issues that keep us from health and growth; and mostly 

to trust each other enough to attempt innovative experiments—many of which will likely fail—

in order to find successful adaptations that will take us into our future together.   

Historian and President Emeritus of Union Theological Seminary, Louis Weeks said, “No group 

of Christians has adaptation more in their DNA than Presbyterians.”  We concur.  A tradition 

that reconceived a communal function for what had been “bishops”; that adapted its polity 

from the European church-state models to a completely new context in a then new country; 

and rethought and reproduced its core values in numerous diverse contexts worldwide through 

its mission endeavors, has the capacity to revitalize itself for a post-Christendom and 

increasingly post-denominational context.  

In his book on “the natural history of innovation,” Steven Johnson writes about the “adjacent 

possible.”ix  The “adjacent possible” is the new innovation, the new discovery, that is only 

possible by first taking one step, or making one decision.  The only way to get from the 

phonograph to the iPod is through a series of steps.  Innovation does not come through giant 

leaps, but through one trial-and-error attempt at a time.x That first step leads to more 

possibilities that could not otherwise happen, like how opening one door into a hallway offers 

more doors that could not be seen from the previous room.  The “adjacent possible” also 

always allows for the possibility of returning back through the one door we have passed 

through and trying a different option.  

Our proposal invites the church to live into the “adjacent possible”.xi It invites us to be a people 

who together take wise, deliberate “provisional” steps; who experiment with ways of being 

together, who ‘try on’ relationships, who make temporary covenants without fully leaving 

behind the historical, geographical connections that have shaped our polity to date.   
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Steven Johnson’s contention is that all innovation is “the story of a gradual but relentless 

probing” of what could come next given the pieces and parts at our disposal.  We advance, he 

writes, “by taking available resources and cobbling them together to create new uses.”  So, 

while the condition we find ourselves in is dire, our capacity for change has never been greater. 

As we will show you, not only is our situation urgently in need of all the wise creativity we can 

express, but the “available resources” available to us are significant, indeed.   

Becoming a Community of Missional Artists, Architects, and Collaborative 

Designers 

Perhaps the greatest capacity for transformation is our people.  Our proposal soberly affirms 

and joyfully celebrates that the most important work necessary to reinvent the church for a 

post-Christendom context will not be found in our structures.  It is sobering to know that we 

cannot make the transition to a fully engaged, contextually effective, faithfully missional, post-

Christendom church through an act of a commission or even a General Assembly.  

Transformation requires large numbers of people to begin to act differently.   

We have been privileged to be in a long, passionate and expanding conversation with 

Presbyterians across the geographic, cultural, and theological spectrum.  We joyfully contend 

that there is a holy restlessness throughout the church—indeed a growing frustration—to 

embrace the challenge of our changing context of our world as the calling of our generation.  

We believe that restlessness and frustration is the work of the Spirit that is calling forth 

“missional artists, architects, and collaborative designers” to work together to re-create the 

church for the next generation.   

To that end we offer these suggestions discerned from our Commission conversation with a 

restless church.  

Reengage the Pew in Presbyterian Shared Life, Mission, and Governance 

Can we envision a day when a presbytery gathering might be the most valuable and anticipated 

meeting in the life of a congregation? Can we envision what it would take for Presbyterians to 

so personally experience the depth, vibrancy, and community of shared life with other 

congregations in a presbytery that the most engaged, committed, and creative elders would 

lobby to be in presbytery leadership?  Can we envision a time when the jokes about 

“committees” will fade into the background and Presbyterians will be known for our 

commitment to a shared life that wisely combines mission, governance, and community in 

effective and edifying ways?   

We believe that we have the potential to see this kind of life and vitality if mid council leaders 

would truly embrace, listen deeply, and reorganize their life together for a clear purpose: to 
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reengage “the pew” in the shared life, mission and governance (in that order!) that is the 

Presbyterian tradition.   

Since most presbyteries are served and supported by an older generation of elders and pastors 

who understand a shared obligation to “connectionalism,” there is indeed a crisis of leadership 

and participation in many presbyteries across the country.  Stories of the difficulties of finding 

people to serve on committees, garnering volunteers to serve as representatives to General 

Assembly, and ”recruiting” younger elders and pastors to take on any role beyond the 

congregation are legion. For a generation of Presbyterians who have used per capita, 

mandatory meetings with roll call attendance, and mandated terms of committee service to 

“fuel” the structures of mid councils, it will take significant amounts of creativity and 

persistence to reinvent presbyteries as communities and gatherings that are valued for what 

they bring to the congregation and how they stretch all of us to see beyond ourselves.   

We need presbytery life that offers both the wise fiduciary and ecclesiastical accountability 

we require (and value the most according to our data!), as well as being “balconies” offering 

those “on the ground” a greater perspective of Christ’s work in the world than any one 

congregation can provide.  Presbyteries need to be understood and experienced as a 

“covenant community” that shares the mission of mutually strengthening missional 

congregations. Presbyteries need to reconsider every program, every project, and every asset 

with one clear mandate: Does it engage, equip, and serve the congregation as the expression of 

the mission of God in its local context?  

We have long celebrated the beauty of shared leadership between “elders” and ”ministers”.  

With the adoption of the new Form of Government, the primacy of “elders”—both ruling and 

teaching—as a genuinely collaborative and complementary form of shared leadership has been 

reaffirmed.  We concur wholeheartedly and believe that if presbyteries were to develop 

practices, styles, and leadership functions that are shaped demonstrably and witness 

completely to our deeply held value of shared rule by both teaching and ruling elders (indeed, 

we long for the day when we will only speak of “elders” without having to distinguish between 

the two!), we will see not only the development of wise structures of presbyteries but also 

revitalized missional congregations.  

In addition, even the Office of the General Assembly and the General Assembly Mission Council 

need to be reviewed as to how their practices serve presbyteries in their mission to serve 

congregations. Over and again, stories were told about the pervasive distrust of General 

Assembly, about the amount of resources that go into our six-part structure, the lack of an 

effective and clear national strategy toward immigrant populations, and the ways in which the 

GAMC “competes” with presbyteries and synods for giving dollars.  A flatter hierarchy with a 

focus on the congregation as the center of the mission of the church will not be complete until 
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the church reconsiders the bureaucratic structures of GAMC and eliminates any competition for 

power or resources between the GAMC and OGA. These conditions foster a bureaucratic 

mentality at a time when we need to do get back to mission and ministry, doing “whatever it 

takes” to revitalize local congregations. It is not within the purview of Commission to make 

such recommendations, so we call on the 220th General Assembly to establish a task force to 

review the nature and functions of the General Assembly offices and departments in light of the 

charge given to us. 

Growing in Cultural Proficiency to Engage an Increasingly Multi-Cultural Context 

As it participates in God’s mission, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A) seeks…a new openness in its own 

membership, becoming in fact as well as in faith a community of women and men of all ages, races, 

ethnicities, and worldly conditions, made one in Christ by the power of the Spirit, as a visible sign of the 

new humanity…” F-1.0404 

Perhaps the greatest potential for church-wide transformation beyond a Christendom context 

is the deep commitment to valuing the rich diversity of the church. Diversity is our strength.  

We can and must develop and deploy this strength with wisdom and ability.  Our proposal calls 

for deliberate decision making about structures that will insure that our commitment to racial 

ethnic advocacy and inclusion is strengthened in a less structured, less regulated era.  In 

addition, we call on the church to develop our “cultural proficiency” (a process that focuses on 

organizational transformation and individual transformation) in every level of the church’s life.  

Cultural Proficiency derives from the work of Terry Cross, a First Nation clinical social worker, 

who observed that European American clinicians in the center where he worked were not 

providing competent care to their Eskimo and First Nation clients because they were not taking 

into account the cultural perspectives and experience of the people they were working with.  As 

a result, Cross developed a set of tools to help people understand and respond more effectively 

to the differences between them, xii and some of those tools for understanding Cultural 

Proficiency are in Appendix 3. 

Thus, Cultural Proficiency is about valuing diversity in people for the gifts they bring to the 

culture of an organization and the interactions between individuals.  The tools of cultural 

proficiency work towards better self-awareness, clear articulation of core values, and a process 

that results in positive, effective interactions among the people and the systems of a diverse 

environment. 

Cultural Proficiency acknowledges that patterns of oppression are embedded in the structures 

of organizations.  Without direct intervention and intentional efforts to change, organizational 

cultures perpetuate systemic patterns of oppression, even where individuals within the 
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organization do not intend to discriminate or marginalize those who do not belong or 

participate in the dominant culture. 

Cultural Proficiency also acknowledges that change does not happen overnight, that people and 

organizations move on a continuum from highly exclusive and oppressive organizations and 

behaviors to highly inclusive organizations and behaviors.  It is built on a foundation that aligns 

the principles of inclusivity in diversity with the core values and mission of the organization.  It 

also acknowledges that organizations are resistant to change and that the causes of resistance 

must be taken into account and addressed openly in order to bring about cultural 

transformation within an organization. 

The goal of Cultural Proficiency Initiative is to transform the organizational culture integrating 

the best of organizational practices and church values so that it becomes and serves as a model 

for a healthy church. 

As we grow in cultural proficiency, we envision that without exception, all of God's children will 

be able to contribute their given gifts and talents thus leading to healthier, more faithful 

expressions of the gospel of Christ in and through our congregations.  

We envision that our facility to engage new immigrant communities and those communities 

who have long been marginalized will be strengthened.  We believe that we will better discern 

practices and approaches to ministry and structures of governance, accountability, and support 

that will enable us to engage an ever expanding mission field of possibilities.  

We charge all sectors of the church to a commitment to grow in Cultural Proficiency to engage 

a rapidly multi-cultural world into enriching and expanding each others' cultural experience.  As 

a result we shall be able to better express the beauty of the gospel of Christ which calls all of us 

to be participants. 

Develop Capacity to Lead Congregational Transformation  

Perhaps the most crucial element to reinventing the church for a post-Christendom age is the 

lack of transformational leadership capacity within the church as a whole.  Over and over again, 

the single biggest factor cited both positively and negatively focused around the ability and 

strength (or lack) of leadership in local leaders.  Most of us have been trained for stewardship 

of Christendom congregations, but the changing conditions of the day require different 

leadership capacities.  The church needs to work with seminaries, Committees on Preparation 

for Ministry, and General Assembly entities to transition the processes for leadership 

preparation from a Christendom stewardship model to a post-Christendom leadership-as-

transformation model.  Executive Presbyters (EP) need to become mentors in change 

leadership.  Ruling and teaching elders with gifts in congregational transformation need to be 

identified and called into roles as EPs, mentors, and advisors.  We need to avail ourselves of and 
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learn from those in other fields who are already in the middle of organizational transformation. 

We believe that this next season of experimentation will serve to develop the transformational 

leadership gifts of a whole new generation of church leaders.  Different contexts challenge us 

all to learn how to lead differently. 

Rebuild Trust 

“Regulation cannot do what the loss of trust has undone.”  Cynthia Bolbach, 

Moderator of the 219th General Assembly 

Of all the “non-structural issues” that we have identified, perhaps the single greatest gift that 

this Commission can raise up for the church is to say as loudly and as clearly as we possibly can 

that there is a crisis of trust in our denomination and that it, more than anything else, is the 

single greatest threat to the vitality and future existence of the church.   

Congregational leaders don’t trust presbyteries. Presbyteries don’t trust synods.  Synod leaders 

see themselves as the “breakwater” protecting the church from the General Assembly (which 

might be the least trusted system of all.) As the report from our Commission’s Racial Ethnic 

Strategy Task force states, “Also prominent in the Commission’s polling of the Church were the 

expressions of deep and abiding mistrust – fueled by a general absence of meaningful 

connection to the national, regional and even local judicatories.”  

We do not believe that this is due to any individual persons acting in any particularly egregious 

and untrustworthy ways.  Indeed, we believe that the great majority of General Assembly, 

presbytery, and synod staff members and leaders are trustworthy people.  But the system itself 

fosters mistrust.  

Generations of attempting to solve problems by constitutional fiat have left us without the 

ability to build relationships with those who deeply disagree with us.  We have trusted that our 

membership in presbyteries and synods, and our participation in council deliberative processes 

and committee assignments, would be context enough to build trust.  Once again, a reliance on 

compliance with regulation has not only sapped our creativity, it has made it impossible for us 

to give ourselves enough “room” to trust each other again.  Indeed, at the center of the 

Commission’s own work of deliberation was a commitment to transparency through our entire 

process.  We have used media, including social media, to engage in a conversation with the 

entire church.  We have traveled many miles, engaged in numerous conversations, and listened 

deeply to people who disagree with each other (and often ourselves!) about the causes of 

concern and the potential future of the church.  We have engaged people from across various 

spectrums in a conversation with full disclosure, even taking our most provocative proposals to 

the church before the final report was finished to allow input.  Within the Commission itself, we 
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have come to realize that, for the sake of the mission, nothing can substitute for taking the time 

to build relationships, work through conflicts, and get beyond the stereotypes that we each 

bring into any circumstance. Indeed, we needed to learn to trust each other enough to become 

comfortable with discussing, debating, and finally deciding to bring even these proposals to the 

church.  

Perhaps the greatest effect of our proposals is that it will by necessity bring the church closer.  

Now, for congregations to have more flexibility they will necessarily practice discernment 

within both presbytery and General Assembly processes.  While the flexibility to experiment 

comes with built-in mechanisms to insure relational and constitutional fidelity, the true test of 

our trust will come as we allow room for others to create presbyteries that are different than 

our preferences and maybe even contradictory to our convictions.   

Barry Ensign-George offers “theological friendship”xiii as a different possibility for nurturing the 

rebuilding of trust.  Theological friendship is based on the conviction that in conversations both 

about and with the Triune God, we are brought closer to each other through transformation. 

This is not the result of regulation or polity, but intentional spiritual practice.  Trust, like 

friendship, takes time to cultivate and flourishes in the “space between created differences”. 

Ensign-George encourages us to hold on to the values, and live in the relational realities of both 

diversity and compatibility as an opportunity for continued transformation as a spiritual 

practice to which we willingly and, yes, voluntarily enter in.  “Communities of theological 

friendship flourish through diversity and a wise attention to compatibility…Communities of 

theological friendship recognize the need for diversity that genuinely stretches and the 

importance of willingness to join in a shared journey with a particular group of people.”xiv  As 

Ensign-George reminds us, this very practice of trust-building through friendship could become 

an act of witness to a deeply divided world. “Theological friendship, which is to say, 

incorporation into friendship with Jesus Christ, is what we are empowered to offer to a world 

rife with disconnection’s long and deadly reach (even in our world that prides itself on being 

connected!).” 

The Confession of 1967 has this poignant line: “The quality of their relation with other persons is 

the measure of the church’s fidelity.”xv  Trust is the life blood of a community.  Without 

rebuilding trust we will never have the quality of relationships that we desire.  We are under no 

illusions about the sorry state of trust in our denomination and know that our proposals will not 

pass through the Assembly without it.  We also believe that if we engage in this provisional 

presbytery experiment, we will need to trust each other more than some of us think possible.  

We hope that even the conversations about our recommendations will be a spur for rebuilding 

the trust to truly enable us to be a dynamic missional denomination again.  
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i
 With thanks to Darrell Guder, for his generous contribution of an unpublished chapter from “The Presbytery as a 
Missional Context”. This chapter was the result of a funded research project addressing the ways in which the 
presbytery could serve the missional transformation of congregations. It was carried out in a cluster of 
presbyteries of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) from 1998 to 2008. This essay served as the theological 
orientation for the various findings generated by the project. It was, however, not published and is distributed with 
the permission of the author.  
ii
. See Darrell Guder, “The Presbytery as a Missional Context” where this quote and these key missional sources are 

provided:  Newbigin’s thought is documented especially in The Other Side of 1984: Questions for the Churches, 
Geneva: World Council of Churches, 1983; Foolishness to the Greeks: The Gospel and Western Culture, Grand 
Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1986; and The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1987.  The 
Missional Church discussion has been shaped by the publications of the Gospel and Our Culture Network: Darrell 
Guder, ed., et al., Missional Church: A Theological Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America, Grand 
Rapids; Wm. B. Eerdmans 1998; Darrell Guder, The Continuing Conversion of the Church, Grand Rapids: Wm. B. 
Eerdmans, 2000; Lois Barrett, ed., et al., Treasure in Clay Jars: Patterns in Missional Faithfulness, Grand Rapids: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2002; Craig van Gelder, ed., Confident Witness – Changing World: Rediscovering the Gospel in 
North America, Grand Rapids; Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1999;  Craig van Gelder, The Ministry of the Missional Church: A 
Community Led by the Spirit, Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 2007; George Hunsberger, ed., The Church Between 
Gospel and Culture: The Emerging Mission in North America, Grand Rapids; Wm. B. Eerdmans, 1996; George 
Hunsberger, Bearing the Witness of the Spirit: Lesslie Newbigin’s Theology of Cultural Plurality Grand Rapids: Wm. 
B. Eerdmans, 1998; James Brownson, Speaking the Truth in Love: New Testament Resources for a Missional 
Hermeneutic, Harrisburg: Trinity Press International, 1998; James Brownson, ed., et al., StormFront: The Good 
News of God, Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2003..   
iii
 See Craig Dykstra and James Hudnut-Beumler, “The National Organizational Structures of Protestant 

Denominations: An Invitation to a Conversation,” in The Organizational Revolution: Presbyterians and American 
Denominationalism, ed. Milton J. Coalter, John M . Mulder, and Louis B. Weeks (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox 
Press, 1992).  The Commission also thanks Steven Toshio Yamaguchi for sharing with us an essay, “How Did We 
Get This Bureaucratic Model? or What Kind of Presbytery Do We Really Want?” http://www.losranchos.org/wp-
content/uploads/Odyssey-WhitePaper-v7.pdf  
iv
 See Ronald L. Heifetz, Leadership Without Easy Answers (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994); Gil Rendle, 

Journey in the Wilderness: New Life for Mainline Churches (Abingdon Press, 2010), Kevin Ford, Transforming 
Church (David C. Cook, 2008) Jim Osterhaus, Joseph Jurkowski and Todd Hahn, Thriving Through Ministry Conflict 
(Zondervan, 2005) Osterhaus , et. al. offers this definition specifically for pastors, “Adaptive leadership for the 
pastor involves creating an environment in which the congregation can wrestle with the competing values and 
implications associated with this problem.”  
v
 Emil Brunner, The Misunderstanding of the Church (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1953)  

vi
 http://gamc.PC(USA).org/ministries/1001/vision/ 

vii
 For one example, see The City Classis of the Reformed Church of America, a non-geographical classis (akin to our 

presbytery) that is formed of all urban, church-planting churches with a focused mission. 
http://www.cityclassis.org/ 
viii

 F-1.0404 “As it participates in God’s mission, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A) seeks:…a new openness in its own 
membership, becoming in fact as well as in faith a community of women and men of all ages, races, ethnicities, 
and worldly conditions, made one in Christ by the power of the Spirit, as a visible sign of the new humanity”  
ix
 Steven Johnson, Where Good Ideas Come From: the Natural History of Innovation (Kindle Edition: Penguin 

Publishing, 2008) “The history of life and human culture, then, can be told as the story of a gradual but relentless 
probing of the adjacent possible, each new innovation opening up new paths to explore.” Kindle loc. 393-394 
x
 For an insightful look at enormous value of trial-and-error approaches to innovation, see Tim Hartford, Adapt: 

Why success always starts with failure (Kindle Edition: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011) 
xi
 ibid, Kindle locator 494-496, ““What kind of environment creates good ideas? The simplest way to answer it is 

this: innovative environments are better at helping their inhabitants explore the adjacent possible, because they 
expose a wide and diverse sample of spare parts—mechanical or conceptual—and they encourage novel ways of 
recombining those parts.” 
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 For more information on Cultural Proficiency see: “Working for Justice,” Horizons, Jan./Feb. 2004, pp4-7; 
Lindsey, Randall B., Kikanza Nuri Robins and Raymond D. Terrell. Cultural Proficiency: A Manual for School Leaders, 
2nd Ed.  Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc., 2003; Nuri Robins, Lindsey, Lindsey, Terrell. Culturally Proficient 
Instruction: A Guide for People Who Teach,Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin Press, Inc., 2003; Cultural Proficiency 
Initiatives have been implemented at GAC and OGA staffs, as well as the other entities comprising PC-USA’s 
General Assembly.  (see report from Climate for Change to the 220th General Assembly) Need link See appendix 
for more resources. 
xiii

 Barry Ensign George, “Cultivating Communities of Theological Friendship”, 12 (author’s emphasis). “Theological 
friendship is friendship in which the triune God is both the object of and an expected participant in our 
conversation and relationship.  Theological friendship with one another is a way of naming what we are called to in 
Jesus Christ.  Theological friendship: ministers and elders and deacons and teachers together engaged in 
conversation about and with the living God, is one element of the best wisdom and lifeblood of our Reformed, 
Presbyterian tradition.” Available at http://www.PC(USA).org/resource/theological-friendship-paper/  
xiv

 Ensign-George, “Cultivating Communities of Theological Friendship” “Communities of theological friendship 
flourish through diversity and a wise attention to compatibility.  Pastoral ministry is carried out in the midst of 
multiple spectra of diversity.  Friendship happens in the space-between created by differences.  Communities of 
theological friendship flourish when there is plenty of space-between…At the same time, a community of 
theological friendship can only be built among people who are willing to participate in this particular community of 
theological friendship, with this particular group of people.  This is an extension of the practice of friendliness.  
There are those who, for whatever reasons, are unable or unwilling to befriend or to be befriended.  There are 
pairs of people who, again, for whatever reasons, are unable to serve as friends to one another.  Communities of 
theological friendship will both be open to investigating such situations, asking whether friendship might be built 
together; and at the same time communities of theological friendship will have a collective wisdom in discerning 
when the community must move forward with those who are willing to make this journey together.  
Mention of “compatibility” will be a complete non-starter for some, fearing that it is no less than a covert rejection 
of diversity.  This anxiety can become something a bit odd.  After all, the PC(USA) itself is a community that insists 
on a significant level of compatibility from its pastoral leaders in particular.  Those leaders are asked to commit to a 
particular way of living out the Christian faith (a specific form of the presbyterian way) that separates us from the 
vast majority of Christians.  Those not open to such commitment are welcome to seek pastoral leadership 
elsewhere.  Communities of theological friendship recognize the need for diversity that genuinely stretches and 
the importance of willingness to join in a shared journey with a particular group of people.” 
xv

 Book of Confessions, 9.37 

http://www.pcusa.org/resource/theological-friendship-paper/

